B94
THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL
Bottle 94 - Pale Blue/Pale Yellow
The Archangel Michael or "Boot" bottle
Born at 3:13 pm. 1st December 1995
The Archangel Michael is usually seen with a sword cutting away at the dross of our lower nature,
destroying the dragon or beast which lies at its feet. Really, the sword he wields is insight and
compassion. The higher will in relation to our lower will.
As the practitioner moves along the path, the sensations are less seductive and slowly there is a
sense of loss of identity. This combination is a clue that we no longer need to grasp for an
identity based on the stronger patterns of sensation.
We need to let go of the fear in its most intense form, which lies within our subconscious, we
need to relinquish it to find peace in its most intense form which is what happens if we begin to
view our fears from a point of compassion.
then there is less a sense of identity but more a quality expression of who we are. In other words
not seeking identity through the strong sensations but seeking it as an expression of quality.
This bottle shakes together as a pale-green. It indicates a heartfelt response reminding us of
Hilarion "the way, the truth and the light". The Way being - allowing ourselves to be. The Truth
being - our own level of integrity with ourselves - what happens when we let go of our fears,
intense joy is revealed. Archangel Michael offers understanding and joy if we can find the truth of
ourselves.
"Boof" is the Australian Aura-Soma DOG (GOD), he was four years old on December 1st 1994.
Yellow over blue is anubis pale yellow over pale blue and is also "Boof's" bottle.
This bottle is also significant to the American centre as its proposed position move, 33 feet to the
east.
Bill Clinton gave his speech on the 30th November in Donegal square (Belfast) with two children,
a Protestant and a Catholic (Hansel and Gretel) arguing a new possibility of peace that Bill said
would come.
Archangel Michael blessing the American project by re-aligning it as he establishes the peace in
Northern Ireland. We had an Irish group here completing their advanced course the afternoon
the bottle was born. They were mainly from around Dublin. In some cases it has been a three
year process leading to this completion.
Synchronicity of the heart, a bottle of gratitude and of simplicity with an immense challenge and
gift.

